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           COURAGE TO TAKE ON THE WORLD

Good judgment comes from experience, 
experience comes from bad judgment. 
So be a hero and 
do what has to be done, 
when it needs to be done, 
ffear not the consequences. 

When you avoid important problems,
you will not do important work.
When you only work on projects where 
there is no risk and 
no chance of mistakes,
you will 
in the end in the end 
achieve only mediocrity. 

What is, was, or has been 
is not necessarily desirable.
The final test of a theory is 
its capacity to 
solve problems. 
KnKnow that
the emotion at the point of 
technical breakthrough
is better than 
wine, xxxxx*, and song.

* this bit is left for your imagination 
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Professor Ling Tok Wang 
wins the 2011 Peter P. Chen Award

The Peter P. Chen award honours one person 
each year for his or her outstanding 
contributions to the ield of conceptual  
modeling. The Award is given to recognize 
the indthe individual’s intellectual contributions in 
research, service to the conceptual modeling 
academic community, mentoring of younger 
people in the ield, and extending international 
reputation of the ield. This is the second award 
that Prof Ling has received in this ield, the 
irst being the ER Fellowship award in 2009.

Dean Professor Ooi Beng Chin 
named in the 2011 class of ACM Fellow

Our Dean was named in the 2011 class of ACM Fellow 
for “contributions to spatio-temporal and 
distributed data management.”  The ACM 
Fellowship recognizes the highest 
achiachievements in computing with innovations 
that are advancing the quality of life 
throughout society. 

Top Honours

Professor Ooi Beng Chin and Professor Tan Kian Lee have won the President's 
Science Award for 2011. They received the award from Singapore President 
Dr Tony Tan at a ceremony held in Sands Expo & Convenon Centre in the 
evening of 8 November.

TheThe President’s Science Award is presented to research sciensts and engi-
neers in Singapore who have made outstanding contribuons in basic re-
search leading to the discovery of new knowledge or the pioneering develop-
ment of scienfic or engineering techniques and methods.  

"Professor Ooi Beng Chin and Professor Tan Kian Lee have, in the past 20 
years, helped to shape the development of various forms of non-centralised 
database systems, namely distributed database systems, parallel database 
systems, heterogeneous database systems, peer-to-peer data management 
systems and cloud-based data management systems," says the citaon for 
the two professors' award.

TheThe citaon noted that Professor Ooi and Professor Tan are pioneers in the 
use of peer-to-peer data management for managing 'big data' in large-scale 
parallel and distributed systems. Their work is also noted to have broken new 
grounds in the science and implementaon of database management sys-
tems, becoming the first to demonstrate the praccality and usability of 
peer-to-peer data management systems.



More Honours

                   First Place for NUS SoC Team at IPPC 2011 

                   A team from NUS School of Compung (SoC) consisng of 
                   Associate Professor Lee Wee Sun, Associate Professor David Hsu 
and PhD student Wu Kegui has won first place in the Internaonal Probabilisc Planning Compe on 
(IPPC) 2011 at the 21st Internaonal Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling (ICAPS). 

Best Paper Award at EMNLP 2011

A paper tled “A Probabilisc Forest-to-String Model for Language Generaon from Typed 
Lambda Calculus Expressions” co-authored by Dr Lu Wei and Associate Professor Ng Hwee Tou 
has won the Best Paper Award at the 2011 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural 
Language Processing (EMNLP 2011). The conference was held in Edinburgh, UK, from 27 to 
29 July 2011. EMNLP is a top-er conference on natural language processing. 

Best Paper Award at Symposium on Computer Animaon 

A paper entled “Controllable Hand Deformaon from Sparse Examples 
with Rich Details” wrien by Assistant Professor Yin Kang Kang and her 
co-authors has won the Best Paper Award at the ACM/Eurographics 
Symposium on Computer Animaon (SCA). The event was held from 
5 to 7 August 2011 in Vancouver, Canada. 

Best Student Paper Award at the Internaonal Conference 
on Social Networks and Applicaons 2011

A student of Associate Professor Roland Yap,  Felix Halim and a research assistant Suhendry Effendy 
have won the Best Student Paper Award with their paper entled "Paral Social Network  Disclosure 
and Crawlers" at the Internaonal Conference on Social Networks and Applicaons held in Sydney, 
Australia from 12 to 14 December 2011.



The SoC Student Experience

The 4 years of study in SoC equipped me with the necessary 
basic skills and knowledge. And with these knowledge, I was 
able to relate myself to the successful IT entrepreneurs we saw on 
the news. When some successful stories in the IT world broke,     
students like us from SoC would have the thought “hmm.. I am able to 
do that too”. This belief, is just like consumers being able to relate to 
successful ads, making us wanna take action immediately. This, I       
believe, is the advantage for students coming from an Ibelieve, is the advantage for students coming from an IT background. It is the ability 
to visualize how we are going to do something similar that keeps the dream alive and 
eventually turns the dream into a belief. 
 
I still remember back in 2006, when Youtube was acquired by Google, students 
from Software Engineering were able to start building their own version of 
video streaming application. All these incidents mean that not too far away 
from those success stories. Quite a lot of my friends from non-IT back-
ground also had dreams about starting something, but in the end, the 
majority of them settled for a 9-to-5 job after graduation. 
 
However, it was only after graduation and having started my first 
venture then I realized how much different it is to build a project 
in the real world as compared to building a project in, say, 
CS3215. The resources in SoC, as well as in SoC incubation 
center, provided us with the basics. However, to get closer to 
real world success, it is still about bravery and die-hard mind 
set. Especially in the IT world, we have a motto to "Fail Fast, 
Fail Smart!". If you have an idea, start trying noFail Smart!". If you have an idea, start trying now. If the 
idea is too big and you reckon you are unable to start 
now... then make the idea simple and start NOW! The 
world is changing faster than you can imagine. And it is 
the faster one who wins the game.

I've always wanted to work on an open source project. 
The thought of being part of a project that makes soft-
ware used by millions of people thrills me. Therefore I 
registered for the CP3108B module. In this module, I 
created patches to the Thunderbird email client. Having 
my first patch committed to the Thunderbird code re-
pository spurred me to submit more patches. It was 

really addictive. I was recog-
nized for my work and I knew 
that my work is being used by 
millions of people. Now that the 
module have ended, I am still 
contributing actively to the Moz-
illa project. I guess it's because I 
love hacking and changing the 
things I use to the way I and 
others want it to be. If you love 
hacking and modifying things, I 
encourage you to join this 
module or start hacking on an 
open source project!

Jack Woo, Class of 2007, CEC

           In late 2011, just one year aer 
             it was co-founded by Jack, the 
            online deal start-up BigDeal.sg 
           was purchased by NTUC 
         Link. It has been  
rebranded as Plus! BigDeal. 
Jack is nJack is now on to his next idea,
HuluTech.

Jason Yeo Jie Shun, CS 3rd Year

Mohit Singh Kanwal, 3rd Year CS and USP 
As a programmer I had never contributed to open source. My parcipaon was limited to reporng bugs or maybe occasional ranng 
online. Google Summer of Code (GSoC) provided me with the perfect opportunity to make a mark on a world-known and a widely used 
open source project.

As a GSoC student for Mozilla I was required to work for the Calendar Project extension Lightning and contribute code that allowed offline 
eding and syncing possible on the subscribed remote calendars like Google Cal, CALDAV etc. Such a feature is not trivial and required ex-
tensive tesng to get it right and workable for the ordinary users.

It was an amazing experience to actually parcipate in the Mozilla bug fixing process. Open source is very different. Board rules or CEOs It was an amazing experience to actually parcipate in the Mozilla bug fixing process. Open source is very different. Board rules or CEOs 
or directors do not drive it, it is driven more by the community and the passion of its parcipang en es. For my case, I was working 
with 3 organizaons that contribute code to Mozilla. They support enterprise clients but also parcipate in the development process. 

The Mozilla community is very supporve and gave me the freedom to pursue my own path, make mistakes and then learn from it. Instead of expecng a perfect verThe Mozilla community is very supporve and gave me the freedom to pursue my own path, make mistakes and then learn from it. Instead of expecng a perfect ver-
sion of the soware, they expected me to come up with a primive and very rough-almost-but-never-working piece of code, which was iterated upon and fixed signifi-
cantly in the ensuing cycles. 

During my snt I was required to collaborate on many fronts. A lot of late-nights were spent idling on the IRC channels, ge ng feedback from different people. The first 
step, I think, to a successful programmer or soware engineer or even a beer person, is to listen closely and aempt the various pieces of advice people have to give. 

Complex systems have their own lifeline, their own way of doing things. While in principle, and in textbooks we are taught a number of technologies, methodologies etc. Complex systems have their own lifeline, their own way of doing things. While in principle, and in textbooks we are taught a number of technologies, methodologies etc. 
in real life one needs to understand the organizaon’s methodology and approach to the development lifecycle, it is much more than just coding. With Mozilla, I learnt 
to be paent with the review process. I can’t expect everyone to be available whenever I need them, contribung at Mozilla is not a full-me job responsibility, it is a 
hobby driven by passion.

So open source is about everyone, not a single person or product. The Mozilla project connects millions of people, and gives them a reason to contribute soware freely So open source is about everyone, not a single person or product. The Mozilla project connects millions of people, and gives them a reason to contribute soware freely 
and this is why I think it is alive. 

(PS: I am one of the core Calendar Developers now, drop me an e-mail if you are excited to contribute or join #calendar channel on irc.mozilla.org).



The ACM ICPC Experience

ACM-ICPC International Collegiate Programming 
Contest is a team-based annual international programming 
contest for college students. Each team of 3 members has 
to solve up to 9-10 tasks of algorithmic nature within 5 
hours. I have been participating in programming contests of 
a similar nature since secondary school, and have never 
been failed to be floored and inspired by the level of com-
petition. To be always mindful that the number of extremely petition. To be always mindful that the number of extremely 
talented people "out there" has served as a source of moti-
vation to assiduously improve myself as well as to be extremely 
grateful for the skills and talents that I have been blessed with.

Koh Zi Chun, CS Year 2 and USP



Marching to a different beat... Entrepreneurship News

NUS Eternia, Zi 
Chun’s team, has 
qualified for the ICPC 

World Finals to be 
held in Warsaw, 
Poland this 
May!

I was highly motivated to qualify for the World Finals and 
as a result, I pushed for frequent training sessions with my 
teammates Hung and Adhiraj. We even trained on Sundays 
on some weeks due to our busy schedules. 
 
Having solved numerous programming problems for ACM ICPC, I know most Having solved numerous programming problems for ACM ICPC, I know most 
of the algorithms and data structures by heart and learned how to approach a 
problem from a different perspective. It helped a lot in my interviews for an in-
ternship with Facebook where half the time I was supposed to code solutions 
to the problems the interviewers posed. I passed the interviews and had a 
really great internship with them. 

Victor Koh, SCI Year 4

The game “Reign of Heroes” written 
on the mig33 platform was launched in 
early December 2011, with a major 
update late December 2011 to enthu-
siastic reception with thousands of 
users already, from around the world. 
It is the product of SoC incubatee com-
pany Daylight Studios founded by 3 
SoC alumni.

                                     Vinova Pte Ltd, a Singaporean mobile and web application developer with NUS School of
         Computing founders, is making great progress, growing rapidly and regularly releasing 
         popular and hit new applications.

Founded in 2010, the two entrepreneur founders of Vinova, Alex Nguyen and Mike Nguyen, are NUS School of ComFounded in 2010, the two entrepreneur founders of Vinova, Alex Nguyen and Mike Nguyen, are NUS School of Com-
puting Alumni and have a mission to engage the world with great products.  And they’re doing a lot right with the team 
now standing at 10 having grown from just the two, and with more growth to come. Vinova is graduating from the incu-
bator in January 2012, and is re-focusing the company geographically.

Alex met with Vietnam Technological University in Hanoi and together they began an industrial attachment scheme with 
Vinova, also called a summer school, for the Computer Science students.  It’s a 3-credit module for the students and in 
August 2011 Vinova hosted nearly 50 talented engineers for a summer of agile web and mobile application develop-
ment.  “We love creating applications”, said Mike, “and through this summer school we also find great developers who 
also love doing what we do and join the team.  It’s been the best talent growth strategy we could have hoped for and 
the fit we find with our team is just perfect.”.  Vinova has now been able to build both a web and a dedicated mobile apthe fit we find with our team is just perfect.”.  Vinova has now been able to build both a web and a dedicated mobile ap-
plications team and has released 7 iOS and Android mobile applications in the last eight weeks, including a No. 2 rated 
App Store app (Vietnam). It’s all go for the team.  The growth does bring challenges but Alex and Mike have Vinova’s 
mission all mapped out.  “It’s about customer focus, building great
products, and keeping extremely busy”, they say.  

And as if they weren’t busy enough, Alex and Mike launched a new consumer web start-up, Artchu 
(http://artchu.com).  Breaking new ground the Vinova entrepreneurs want to help bring the art.tech world to people 
in Singapore, Asia and the world.  Artchu is an online art site where anyone, literally anyone, can crowd source 
emerging and talented artists (from anywhere around the world) to produce original art to exactly fit a person’s 
need, room, wall or lifestyle.  “Art should make you happy and productive” said Mike “So we are giving people the 
ability to get the art they want, from talented artists, and exactly as they want it.  It’s so simple, and everyone who’s 
triedtried it has had a great experience and gotten a perfect piece of original art for a fantastic price.  And that makes 
them very happy”.

#2 App in Vietnam!

And for relaxation... birds (besides mynas and pigeons) that you can easily find in SoC

The noisy koelCheerful oriole Collared kingfisher Olive-back sunbird Scarlet flowerpecker Yellow vented bulbul

SoCLink
Stay connected with your SoC family... your friends, associates, peers, seniors, juniors, teachers, and guides, all in our 
very own secure and exclusive social network - SoCLink. Just get a free account on hp://soclink.comp.nus.edu.sg 
and start interacng! 
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